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ABSTRACT
The author addresses the question of intelligent building for elderly or disabled people.
It uses standard x86 architecture as the hearth of the house using SmartHome commu-
nication module [Doktor:2010:SH] to handle the home equipments.
The main advantage of this project is very intuitive and simple user interface. This
interface was especially designed to make people like it and use it. This was achieved
by creating MythTV plug-in running on top of GNU/Linux operation system.
Another significant income is special Fedora GNU/Linux installation script which auto-
matically installs and configures the target computer.
KEYWORDS
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ABSTRAKT
Autor se zaby´va´ ota´zkou inteligentn´ıch domu˚ se zameˇˇren´ım na seniory cˇi postizˇene´ lidi.
Jako srdce domu pouzˇ´ıva´ standardn´ı pocˇ´ıtacˇ architektury x86 a SmartHome komunikacˇn´ı
modul [Doktor:2010:SH] jako prostˇredek pro fakticke´ ovla´da´n´ı vybaven´ı doma´cnosti.
Nejveˇtˇs´ım pˇr´ınosem tohoto projektu je ve velmi intuitivn´ım a jednoduche´m uzˇivatelske´m
rozhran´ı. Toto rozhran´ı bylo specia´lneˇ navrzˇeno, aby jej lide´ ra´di pouzˇ´ıvali. Tohoto bylo
dosazˇeno vytvoˇren´ım MythTV plug-inu, beˇzˇ´ıc´ıho pod GNU/Linux operacˇn´ım syste´mem.
Dalˇs´ım vy´znamny´m pˇr´ınosem je Fedora GNU/Linux instalacˇn´ı pˇredpis, ktery´ automaticky
nainstaluje a nakonfiguruje c´ılovy´ pocˇ´ıtacˇ.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Figure 1.1: The system concept
This project represents a selection from a research called SmartHome
which was made by Luka´sˇ Doktor and Daniel Piˇsi during their Erasmus
stay at the University of Huddersfield in 2010. This part of the project
explains Luka´sˇ Doktor’s master thesis. The basic idea of this project is
shown in figure 1.1.
1.1 Introduction : Smart Home
Introduction to the Smart Home research project [Doktor:2010:SH]
Vast majority of contemporary Smart House solutions is based on proprietary
hardware thus it does not suit to some users’ needs. There was a need for creation of
a new abstract layer, based on general hardware with support for variety of extension
modules like X10 and ZigBee. This layer should be able to cooperate with those
modules and to provide data to the control platform for additional processing.
Use of general hardware lowers not only the purchase costs but also the mainte-
nance cost. Standard hardware brings the possibility to use standard development
libraries which increases the speed of implementing new features and lowers the
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requirements for maintaining technicians. Both of these may drag the costs even
lower.
Another requirement to the designed solution is the long life-time period with
simple possibility of it’s extension.
1.2 Introduction : Intelligent house for elderly
people
This part deals with providing home equipment control to users and of the whole
system deployment.
The biggest issue in development a new product is to make it user friendly. It
has to be simple, attractive and useful for users. This was the reason for choosing
combination of MythTV1 as Home theatre system and MythHome - customized plug-
in - as home equipment control system. MythTV provides the whole framework for
user interface2 development. All control events are sent via TCP socket to Smart
Home (low level abstract layer for home equipment control developed in Smart
Home research). This communication is bidirectional thus user can read current
values (e.g. outside temperature) or even be notified off value change while doing
other activity (e.g. while watching TV the doorbell rings).
Another possible danger might be the actual deployment. This solution is very
variable and without much changes - mostly without any change - supports any
PC compatible computer with various additional cards. There are three supported
installation solutions from mass production to custom installation. Use of Fedora3
GNU/Linux4 operation system enables the happy medium - easily customizable
automatic installation.
1MythTV - a Free Open Source software digital video recorder (DVR) project distributed under
the terms of the GNU GPL. [MythTV:2010:MWP]
2user interface (UI) - where interaction between humans and machines occurs. The goal of
interaction between a human and a machine at the user interface is effective operation and control
of the machine, and feedback from the machine which aids the operator in making operational
decisions. [wikipedia]
3Fedora - an RPM-based, general purpose operating system built on top of the Linux kernel,
developed by the community-supported Fedora Project and sponsored by Red Hat. [wikipedia]
4GNU/Linux - refers to the family of Unix-like computer operating systems that use the Linux
kernel. Linux can be installed on a wide variety of computer hardware, ranging from mobile phones,
tablet computers and video game consoles, to mainframes and supercomputers. [wikipedia]
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2 ANALYSIS
The whole concept part is described in [Doktor:2010:SH]
2.1 Basic software platform
This solution is based on general purpose PC compatible computer. It uses standard
operation system to handle computer’s hardware and MythTV as powerful home
theatre system. This combination yields many advantages. Here are some of them:
Deployment Three options of preparation including Anaconda1 kickstart2 to auto-
matic software installation and configuration.
Maintainability GNU/Linux already have long-term support and MythTV seems
to be promising, too.
Control GNU/Linux and MythTV are controllable via various HW from IrDA re-
mote controllers, PC keyboards to cellphones (bluetooth, GSM, WiFi, etc.).
New HW support GNU/Linux introduces new hardware drivers and MythTV adds
new features every day while keeping the same API3.
Modern look As MythTV plug-in, all menus are themeable thus without any mod-
ifications, MythHome will always look nice and modern.
Errors Standard libraries simplify the code which is than less error prone.
Development Another advantage of standard libraries is the number of good pro-
grammers who can develop new features. Also they may use already written
functions which speed up the development process.
A new software called SmartHome for home equipment control. It is a part
of Smart Home research [Doktor:2010:SH] and [Piˇsi:2010:IHEP]. It provides the
abstract layer between various modules. One of these modules is TCP server which
is used by MythHome to communicate with SmartHome and to control other home
equipment modules and their clients - actual home equipment. Use of TCP socket
1Anaconda installer - used by RHEL, Fedora and a number of other projects, Anaconda offers
a text-mode and GUI mode, so users can install on a wide range of systems. [wikipedia]
2Kickstart - used primarily (but not exclusively) by the Red Hat Enterprise Linux operating
system to automatically perform unattended operating system installation and configuration. Red
Hat publishes Cobbler as a tool to automate the kickstart configuration process. [wikipedia]
3Application Programming Interface (API) - an interface implemented by a software program
which enables it to interact with other software. [wikipedia]
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brings the possibility of having multiple computers and various combinations of
MythHome plug-ins and SmartHome stations with multiple modules.
For example, you can have a server computer in the basement and three clients
nearby every TV at home. The server computer contains X10 module to control
power plugs and XBee module for various wireless sensors and actors in user’s home.
Every client can control all equipment.
2.2 Basic hardware platform
Current rapidly evolving market offers various hardware. The age of Midi tower
computers is gone and user can get computers of the size of cellphone which can
handle TV receiving and presenting. Suitable choices are:
mini ITX 17 x 17 cm main board, standard x86 desktop or notebook processors
nano ITX 12 x 12 cm main board, Intel Atom or VIA Epia processors
pico ITX 10 x 7.2 cm main board, VIA Epia processors (compatible with x86)
More important than computing power is to have the data to process. Vast
selection of interfaces ranging from S-video input to TV signal (terrestrial, satellite
and cable) is available.
S-video grabbers are basically just A/D converters allowing computer to read
audio-video stream from Set-top-box or satellite tuner. They are usually pluggable
into USB port and are the size of normal flash memory stick which costs from 300
to 600 Czech crones. They do not support direct receiving from aerial and do not
help processor with signal processing.
TV tuners4 are more advanced cards either pluggable into USB or PCI/PCIe
slot. They receive signal from aerial, cable or satellite and can be used for both -
analogue and/or digital TV signal. Advanced cards support MPEG2, MPEG4 or
even x264 codec decoding thus they can help processor with preprocessing. The
price range is more wider but it is possible to get a good TV tuner around 600
Czech crones.
The best solution for a whole building, organization or even street is a TV
receiving farm which streams received signal over Ethernet to every single user.
The big ones may cost over 15000 Czech crones and are used by TV companies or
civic associations.
4Be aware that some TV tuners and grabbing cards require original firmware. In this case, find
the firmware and copy it into the /lib/firmware/ directory.
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3 IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter takes a deeper look on function, structure and the final
solution of the project’s parts.
3.1 Overview
In the figure 3.1, you can see the whole solution overview. There is an independent
server SmartHome which creates the abstract layer for attached hardware. Every
hardware client is connected via hardware module (eg. X10) to the computer and
SmartHome sends the commands through those modules to the target devices. One
of them is TCP server which is also defined as a hardware module and is used to
communicate with SmartHome.
In MythTV, there is a active plug-in MythHome which connects itself to the
SmartHome’s TCP socket and interacts with SmartHome.
Both MythHome and SmartHome use the SQL1 to store informations on home
equipment. MythHome provides the guide for it’s set-up and after setting, it calls
“reload()” to notify the server.
TV link
+dvb-t
+dvb-s
+dvb-t
Additional input
+Video Recorder
+DVD
+Camera
+USB disc
+...
User Control Device
+IR controller
+Cellphone
+Keyboard
+EEG controler
+...
X10
XBee
uPC
+GNU/Linux
+MythTV
+MythHome
+SmartHome
+Additional services
Display unit
+HDMI monitor / TV
+SCART TV
+S-Video TV
+VGA monitor
+DVI monitor / TV
+...
Sensors
+Lamps
+Door locks
+Temperature regulation
+Garden wattering
+Security
+...
...
Figure 3.1: Solution overview
1Structured Query Language (SQL) - is a database computer language designed for managing
data in relational database management systems [wikipedia]
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3.2 MythHome
3.2.1 Appearance
As MythHome uses the MythTV’s user interface framework all menus are themeable.
You can see two examples in figures 3.2 and 3.3. You can see there is a difference
in wide-screen displays. The layout was developed with the great accent on IrDA
remote control.
Figure 3.2: MythCenter 4:3 theme - main MythHome screen
Figure 3.3: Mythbuntu 16:9 theme - main MythHome screen
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Change of the sensor’s value is visible in figure 3.4.
Figure 3.4: Turn of the Lamp in Bedroom
One of biggest challenge was to simplify the process of the new sensor definition.
It is necessarily to fill many columns into at least four lines into three database
tables. The process was simplified into two dialogues shown in figures 3.5 and 3.6.
Figure 3.5: New sensor definition - sensor type
One of the main goals was also to notify user about some sensor changes (e.g.
the doorbell, alarm, etc.). The simple feature was improved by logging mechanism.
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Figure 3.6: New sensor definition - sensor information
User is notified about each alarm occurrence by logger window. As example see the
figure 3.7.
Figure 3.7: Alarm dialogue over the Program Finder screen
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3.2.2 Function
MythHome is a MythTV plug-in. It creates a menu in the main MythTV screen
and another configuration menu in the set-up MythTV screen.
The first menu is intended to every day users. It displays sensors structure sorted
into directories. Users can go through this structure and see or change the value.
For advanced users, there is the “edit” button which offers additional options for
sensors and directories definition or deletion.
The set-up menu should be used by advanced users to configure and maintain
the base of MythHome and SmartHome. An important menu is Modules setting
which allows user to define hardware modules connected to SmartHome.
3.2.3 Code structure
MythHome is written in C++ and uses the MythTV libraries for plug-in definition
and UI creation. For storing the modules, sensors and directories data, it uses SQL
database. For communication with SmartHome, it uses TCP socket.
All code is copyrighted by GPL v2 license. According to the license, full state-
ment of the license must be included in the written document, see E.
Due to the extent of the resulting source code a complete doxygen documentation
is placed at the attached DVD.
In figures (3.8, 3.9 and 3.10) you can see the computer and MythHome life cycle.
Unlike the TCP subsystem the Alarm subsystem works for the whole MythTV
life thus it is also used for additional stuff like reload signal handling. In figures 3.11
and 3.12 you can see in detail how the user interfere with the MythHome plug-in.
You can notify that plug-in stores the information about current values in the sensor
structure. Those values are valid because in the initialisation it asks for all values
update. The input only sensors were more complicated as the SmartHome can not
get the current value. In 3.12 is visible current solution which, in case of success
change, stores the last value into the database. This way the value matches the last
set value which, unless the user change the value manually, is correct.
Booth 3.13 and 3.14 figures describes the process of value change in SmartHome
side (e.g. the temperature raises). The only difference is in 3.14. The sensor, whose
value has changed, is marked for alarm notification. Those sensors’ “ValueChange”
signals are connected to the “ValueChanged” slot in the “Alarm” subsystem. The
Alarm slot creates the notification dialogue thus it notifies user and allows to react.
Last two sequence diagram figures (3.15 and 3.16) shows the sensor definition
or deletion. You can see that during the database update all tables are locked to
protect the database from inconsistency. The update is very fast and unlikely to
happen thus it is not a problem to lock the databases and let the user wait.
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Figure 3.8: The system boot process
21
Figure 3.9: MythHome initialisation
Figure 3.10: The system exit process
Figure 3.11: Open/List directory
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Figure 3.12: User changes value
Figure 3.13: SmartHome changes value
Figure 3.14: SmartHome changes value which is marked for alarm
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After each update the “sigReload()” is emitted. This signal passes through the
whole plug-in subsystems and prevent usage of the obsolete informations. Alarm
subsystem handles the “sigReload()” signal and reloads the sensors and the direc-
tories based on new database informations. After the renew process is complete
the “sigStart()” signal is emitted to re-enable the subsystems. Also SmartHome is
notified.
Figure 3.15: User defines new sensor
24
Figure 3.16: User deletes the sensor
25
3.3 Kickstart
The Red Hat kickstart installation method is used primarily (but not exclusively)
by the Red Hat Enterprise Linux operating system to automatically perform unat-
tended operating system installation and configuration. Red Hat publishes Cobbler
as a tool to automate the kickstart configuration process. [wikipedia]
It works as a recipe and the installation process (Anaconda) uses it instead filling
the required information. If any information is missing user is asked to fill in the
missing information. There is no dependence on operation system version and every
operation system which uses the Anaconda installer can be used. This feature is
very useful because provided kickstart can be used even on future operation system
versions and even on next currently unknown architectures.
Whole kickstart is separated into smaller parts:
Basic information is in the kickstart’s begining and contains information about
installation media, software repositories, hard-drive partitioning, etc.
Pre section starts with %pre tag (optionally followed by options) is parsed and
used as script before the installation begins. It is widely used for data backup and
in this case it is not used.
Packages section starts with %packages tag (optionally followed by options) and
contains programs and program groups marked for installation. It is also possible
to force the packages not to be installed (using “-” preposition).
Post section starts with %post tag (optionaly followed by options) is parsed and
used as a script after installation finishes. It can be executed inside or outside of
chroot2 environment. Both are used in the provided kickstart.
Additional files are not actual kickstart part but during the Post section it is
possible to create files on the target computer. This feature is used to copy MythHome,
SmartHome server and libqserialport binaries on the newly installed computer.
Also additional configurations are created this way including myth-firstboot script
which sets up the system during the first start.
3.3.1 User scripts
In order to simplify the system maintenance two BASH3 scripts were developed:
scanutil wrapper for scan-dvb tool required by UK terrestrial and NL cable
users because of MythTV bug.
2Chroot - on Unix operating systems is an operation that changes the apparent disk root
directory for the current running process and its children. [wikipedia]
3Bash is a free software Unix shell written for the GNU Project. Its name is an acronym which
stands for Bourne-again shell. [wikipedia]
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listmodules shows attached ttyx4 modules and their settings required by
SmartHome server
Both scripts interacts with user and provide necessary information. scanutil
is required only by UK terrestrial and NL cable users because of MythTV bug which
corrupts it’s internal TV station scan utility. Those users need to run the scanutil
first and than select Import /etc/channels.conf when scanning for TV channels.
listmodule script is to be used only when inserting new module. It parses
information about connected tty devices thus user can see which port the device is
assigned to.
4Terminal devices, ttySx - serial consoles, ttyPx - parallel consoles, ttyUSBx usb consoles
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4 DEPLOYMENT
Deployment contains two main phases “platform preparation” and “on
place configuration”. Their principles are described in the following sec-
tions.
4.1 Platform preparation
As this solution is scalable it is necessary to prepare custom solution before it is
placed into customer’s house. There are three options:
I Building from scratch, depends on your skills
II Using kickstart, 20-60 minutes
III Using snapshot / image, 1-15 minutes
The first two solutions are fully-fledged solutions. The last one is a snapshot of
the the computer’s hard-drive which means it can be defined as clean installation
up to complete configured system.
4.1.1 Building from scratch
This is the most customizable solution. It requires fully configured computer, basic
programming and administration skills. The biggest advantage of this solution is
not only hardware independence but also operation system independence.
The solution consists off building MythHome and Smarthome from source files
and it is designed primarily for software developers.
4.1.2 Using kickstart
As described in 3.3 kickstart is a recipe for automatic installation and configuration
of Fedora or Red Hat Enterprise System operation systems. There is also technical
information about it’s function in that chapter. In this section modifications and
usage informations will be described.
Before the first use of kickstart it is recommended to customize it to meet your
requirements. There are various possibilities and the most important are marked as
# TODO in the kickstart code1. Here is complete list with description:
• TODO: select language
1# is reserved character for comments so those lines do not affect the kickstart workflow
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• TODO: select keyboard
• TODO: select timezone
• TODO: select root password Change the root password in encrypted form.
You can generate encrypted string by openssl passwd -1 PASSWD.
• TODO: change disk layout This should not be necessary, because default
setting is to use all disk space.
• TODO: customize packagelist May be used if user requires additional pro-
grams (eg. file sharing server, web browser, email client, which will be than
available on TV).
• TODO: select proprietary graphic card Proprietary drivers for graphic
cards are aggressive and may not work with other graphic cards. NVidia
kernel package is tested and well treated by myth-firstboot and it is safe to let
it install even without the NVidia card. ATI card was not available for testing
and without additional configuration may cause system failures.
These are the most used changes you may want to configure. See the code for
additional requirements.
When your kickstart is finished make it available for installation (supported
possibilities are: http, ftp, nfs, usb-disk, hard-disk or installation CD). If you do not
require any changes you can use provided Mini installation CD, see appendix A. See
[RedHatInc:2009:RHNS] for kick start installation options and settings.
Installation from kickstart starts by booting your target computer system from
chosen media (eg. Mini installation CD) and selecting the kickstart installation.
From now kickstart takes all the control until the computer is fully installed and
MythTV configuration screen appears. You need to do the general setting of the
mythfrontend and then the setting of mythtv-setup. When you finish you can start
mythbackend service or just reboot the computer and from now on the computer
boots directly into the TV mode.
4.1.3 Using snapshot / image
This solution is very fast and is intended for mass production. Once you prepare
the template system (eg. using kickstart) and create the snapshot you do not need
any additional changes for further systems.
The biggest advantage of this solution is that you can preconfigure all the avail-
able settings. For example you can pre-scan the tv channels, preconfigure basic set
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of modules, etc. You can also install additional software and configure it to suit user
needs and it will have exactly the same form like systems created from this image.
Disadvantage of this solution is it’s hardware architecture dependence. You can
use different hardware in the meaning of plug-in cards, different main boards and
even different CPUs of the same architecture. You can not mix architectures (x86 64
architecture will not work on i386 CPU).
Installation from snapshot / image is done by copying pre-prepared image
to the target computer system. Additional setting is dependent on the snapshot
template and may be not necessarily at all. Although if you are not using the
same hard-drive as in the template you may want at least to adjust the partition
afterwards. See [Smith:2008:DG] for additional details.
4.2 At place configuration
Every customer has specific needs thus additional setting directly on the target
location may be required. This setting includes general operation system settings
(eg. network, additional software and other individual demands of the customer) and
MythHome initial setting. It might be performed by customer or support technician.
In this paper, the operation system setting will not be described because the
changes are not generally necessary.
The initial MythHome setting includes external hardware modules (eg. X10,
XBee usb communicators) configuration directly from MythTV setting menu, see
chapter 3.2.
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5 FUTURE AREAS OF INTERREST
This solution has been mostly influenced by the idea of dealing with fu-
ture expansion and long term maintenance. Thus, the main effort was
in developing a robust modular solution and in designing API and struc-
ture of the code. The ground structure offers a lot of interesting areas
for enhancement, some of them are suggested in this section.
5.1 Social research
It would be nice to have someone working with people to get the actual feedback
about the desired sensors or even the whole sensors’ self-contained subsystems.
Another important area would be the UI. Our epoch asks for artificial intelligence
guidance which needs to be based on social research.
It is important to present these features in an easily consumable form to a big
amount of people. Otherwise they will not even imagine what is possible today.
5.2 Technical challenges
Current MythTV contains a bug in TV channels tuning which was worked-around
by scantool utility which uses different software for scanning and provides those data
back to MythTV. It should be corrected in MythTV instead.
The MythHome is prepared to assist user by showing per-item help text. These
texts needs to be filled and additional control signals have to be assigned for this
feature.
MythHome’s UI and guides should be adjusted to users needs, based on the
social feedback. Also, advanced sensor definition dialogue based on this research
should follow.
Alarm system might also be improved. Users might want to define the alarm
level instead of only value change.
The use of the multi-purpose operation system slows down the boot-up process.
The additional operation system tuning might significantly increase the speed. Al-
though this operation system provides various useful features which might be used
by user if they are configured. This optimisation and additional setting might take
place in the kickstart.
For development purposes MythTV is executed inside of GNOME1 desktop envi-
1GNOME - a desktop environment—a graphical user interface that runs on top of a computer
operating system—composed entirely of free and open source software. [wikipedia]
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ronment. While the user uses only MythTV, everything works brilliantly. The prob-
lem is when user wants to run another program and exit the MythTV. GNOME is
primarily controlled by a mouse which might be an issue for users. One of the tested
solutions is to create a special program which is executed directly in X Window Sys-
tem2 after the system boots. During the research very simple, testing program was
developed in Python. Due to security issues, configuration issues and the fact that
this project is still in development phase GNOME was used primarily. In the future
this needs to be changed.
2X Window System - a computer software system and network protocol that provides a graphical
user interface (GUI) for networked computers. It creates a hardware abstraction layer where
software is written to use a generalized set of commands, allowing for device independence and
reuse of programs on any computer that implements X. [wikipedia]
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6 CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Conclusions : Smart Home
This is the original general conclusion of Smart Home research [Doktor:2010:SH]
that contains a summary of the whole intelligent home solution.
The virtual abstract layer between the computer and other hardware modules
was implemented. This layer takes place in the general-purpose computer and was
created by using standard C++ in combination with Qt libraries. Standard libraries
speed up the new feature development, make code maintenance easier and minimises
the amount of incorrect code. Use of the general-purpose operating system decreases
the efficiency. On the other hand general-purpose processors are very cheap and
powerful and their use brings the possibility of putting Home Theater system, Smart
Home system and other systems into one box hereby they increase the final solution
efficiency.
Client-server architecture of all mentioned applications let one go even further.
It is supported to create a main server which runs TV grabbing, processing and
data storing for groups of people or even organisations. Individual homes can have
only low-power consumption small thin-clients which may receive those data, using
wireless technology, and thus providing the data for shared price. All combinations
of SmartHome, MythTV’s backend and MythTV’s frontend are possible. Individual
homes may have separate equipment control while they can still have shared data
from MythTV’s backend. This infrastructure can also be used for other customers
needs (e.g. internet, file sharing, home security, ...)
6.2 Conclusions : Intelligent house for elderly peo-
ple
The goal of this project was development of simple, extensible and reliable system
for controlling the home equipment using standard television. After consideration
described in [Doktor:2010:SH] the general PC compatible computer was used as the
heart of this solution.
For the user interface a small social research to find users’ requirements was made.
A subsystem of menus was developed to run on top of the MythTV. User is allowed to
see and control the state of connected equipment. The actual handling equipment
is controlled by hardware modules. Those modules can be of various kinds and
the controlling commands are translated to target devices using SmartHome server
software which was a part of the original research [Doktor:2010:SH].
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The main effort was put into creation of an extensible and scalable system.
Use of client-server architecture between MythHome plug-in and SmartHome server
enables user to scale the system from single computer with one hardware module up
to multi-user multi-computer environment meant for companies or civic associations.
Creating this scalability affects also the security issues and concurrence difficulties.
They were solved thus all the users may have shared parts (storage, TV receivers,
home equipment1, etc.) and private parts. A big advantage of this solution is central
management, initial costs and easy to use data sharing.
The document also solves the problem of deployment. Three versions of in-
stallation were presented out of whose two are platform and operation system in-
dependent. The third one is automatic installation for operation system that use
Anaconda as the installer, primarily for Fedora 13. All those solutions are easily
modifiable and together covers the whole market spectrum.
One of unresolved issues is a general menu with all programs which are avail-
able to users. In current version GNOME display environment supplements this
menu and after the boot executes MythTV. When user quits the MythTV standard
GNOME desktop environment appears on the screen. It is very different from stan-
dard MythTV menu and might be unfriendly to the user. One solution is described
in chapter 5 but due to fact that this project is still in development phase, GNOME,
which simplifies the debugging and code hacking, was kept as default environment.
Some feature requests and other demands appeared during the development
which are described in previous chapter (chapter 5)
1In current version only one SmartHome server can be defined so users may use either shared or
private SmartHome server. Multiple users can use same SmartHome concurrently without races.
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A DVD CONTENT
• Documentation
– MythHome - Doxygen HTML documentation (to view open index.html
in web browser)
– SmartHome - Doxygen HTML documentation (to view open index.html
in web browser)
– man - Doxygen generated man pages
– Report.pdf - Original project report
– Thesis.pdf - This diploma thesis
• Installation
– Disk image - Hard-disk image of preconfigured SmartHome appliance1.
It is in qcow2 format thus user may want to convert it first by using #
qemu-img convert QCOW2 DISC.qcow2 RAW DISC.raw command.
– Mini installation CD - Mini installation CD including kickstart. The
system can boot up using this image and it is automatically installed
from network using kickstart.
• Pictures
– *.jpg - pictures from development at the University of Huddersfield
– *.avi - videos from development at the University of Huddersfield
• Source files
– Hardware - Designed hardware desk layouts and schematics
– MythHome - Source files of project MythHome (for compiling requires
symlink to mythplugins’s Makefile in upper directory)
– SmartHome - Source files of project SmartHome server (requires QExtSe-
rialPort library)
– Utils - Kickstart recipe and scripts used on SmartHome appliance
– qextserialport - Source files of project QExtSerialPort2
– thermometer - Source files of thermometer
1A software appliance is a software application that might be combined with just enough oper-
ating system (JeOS) for it to run optimally on industry standard hardware (typically a server) or
in a virtual machine. [wikipedia]
2QExtSerialPort is development library for serial port developed by Stefan Sander, Michal
Policht and Brandon Fosdick
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B DEPLOYMENT GUIDE FOR DUMMIES
B.1 Installation from kickstart
1. Attach CD-ROM with provided Mini install disc inserted A.
2. Set the boot from CD-ROM (in BIOS or on newer computers by pressing F12
during BIOS initialization).
3. When the CD boot dialogue appears, select Install the Smarthome version
of Fedora.
4. Wait until the installation is complete (15-60 minutes).
5. Now, you should see on your display mythfrontend setup screen (language
selection).
6. Follow the wizard, basically, you can just press “next” in each section as the
database is already configured.
7. Close the mythfrontend and execute mythtv-setup by a double click on its
icon, located on the desktop.
8. Follow the wizard and go through all the setting one by one from one to seven.
9. Close the mythtv-setup, execute mythfilldatabase and restart the computer.
10. You should see the MythTV main menu on your display after the system
boots-up.
11. Congratulations you have successfully configured the SmartHome computer.
B.2 Installation from disk image
There are multiple ways. The easiest is using existing linux computer.
1. Connect the SmartHome computer’s hard-drive to another linux computer.
2. Boot the another linux computer with both (original and Smarthome’s one)
hard-drives.
3. Get the provided SmartHome image (eg. by copying from DVD1). From now
the DISK IMAGE stands for the location of SmartHome RAW disk image
1To store space on DVD is qcow2 format of the disk image. You can convert it into raw binary
data by qemu-img convert QCOW2 DISK.qcow2 RAW DISK.raw
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4. Find out which device is your newly connected hard-drive. Execute ls /dev/sd*
and your disk is probably the last of /dev/sdx devices where x is character
starting with ’a’. From now the HARD DRIVE stads for your newly connected
hard-drive.
5. Execute the command dd if=DISC IMAGE of=HARD DRIVE bs=64M and wait
until command finishes.
6. Turn off the computer and reconnect the hard-drive back to your SmartHome
computer system.
7. After the boot, you should see the MythTV main menu on your display.
8. Congratulations you have successfully configured the SmartHome computer.
Note that provided image is taken from kickstart installation step 11. You
can create your own image in every step or after additional setting using
dd if=HARD DRIVE of=MY NEW IMAGE bs=64M and use it for future SmartHome
systems. When you configure the system prior to creation of the image,
you will not have to set-up the future SmartHome system after the first
boot. They will be in the exact same state as the system state they are
taken from.
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C USER GUIDE FOR DUMMIES
See [MythTV:2010:UM] for MythTV usage information.
SmartHome can be executed from the main menu by clicking on Smart
Home button (pressing “OK”). From now on, you can move around using
ARROWS and selecting buttons by pressing “OK” on your remote con-
troller.
On the screen dominates list of directories and sensors.
Directories are marked by value <DIR>. You can go through the direc-
tory structure by pressing “OK” on desired directory or .. for previous
directory.
Sensors are the ones with values instead of <DIR>. There are three
types of sensors:
input Before the actual value ’<’ is inserted
output After the value ’>’ is appended, you can control its value
by clicking on it
bidirectional Is a combination of input and output sensor. You
can control output value by clicking on the sensor
If you accidentally press the “Edit mode” button, you can return by
pressing “Normal mode” button.
40
D SMART HOME SOURCE CODE DOCUMEN-
TATION
See attached doxygen documentation files on DVD A
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E GPL LICENSE
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
Version 2, June 1991
Copyright (C) 1989, 1991 Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.
Preamble
The licenses for most software are designed to take away your
freedom to share and change it. By contrast, the GNU General Public
License is intended to guarantee your freedom to share and change free
software--to make sure the software is free for all its users. This
General Public License applies to most of the Free Software
Foundation’s software and to any other program whose authors commit to
using it. (Some other Free Software Foundation software is covered by
the GNU Lesser General Public License instead.) You can apply it to
your programs, too.
When we speak of free software, we are referring to freedom, not
price. Our General Public Licenses are designed to make sure that you
have the freedom to distribute copies of free software (and charge for
this service if you wish), that you receive source code or can get it
if you want it, that you can change the software or use pieces of it
in new free programs; and that you know you can do these things.
To protect your rights, we need to make restrictions that forbid
anyone to deny you these rights or to ask you to surrender the rights.
These restrictions translate to certain responsibilities for you if you
distribute copies of the software, or if you modify it.
For example, if you distribute copies of such a program, whether
gratis or for a fee, you must give the recipients all the rights that
you have. You must make sure that they, too, receive or can get the
source code. And you must show them these terms so they know their
rights.
We protect your rights with two steps: (1) copyright the software, and
(2) offer you this license which gives you legal permission to copy,
distribute and/or modify the software.
Also, for each author’s protection and ours, we want to make certain
that everyone understands that there is no warranty for this free
software. If the software is modified by someone else and passed on, we
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want its recipients to know that what they have is not the original, so
that any problems introduced by others will not reflect on the original
authors’ reputations.
Finally, any free program is threatened constantly by software
patents. We wish to avoid the danger that redistributors of a free
program will individually obtain patent licenses, in effect making the
program proprietary. To prevent this, we have made it clear that any
patent must be licensed for everyone’s free use or not licensed at all.
The precise terms and conditions for copying, distribution and
modification follow.
GNU GENERAL PUBLIC LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR COPYING, DISTRIBUTION AND MODIFICATION
0. This License applies to any program or other work which contains
a notice placed by the copyright holder saying it may be distributed
under the terms of this General Public License. The "Program", below,
refers to any such program or work, and a "work based on the Program"
means either the Program or any derivative work under copyright law:
that is to say, a work containing the Program or a portion of it,
either verbatim or with modifications and/or translated into another
language. (Hereinafter, translation is included without limitation in
the term "modification".) Each licensee is addressed as "you".
Activities other than copying, distribution and modification are not
covered by this License; they are outside its scope. The act of
running the Program is not restricted, and the output from the Program
is covered only if its contents constitute a work based on the
Program (independent of having been made by running the Program).
Whether that is true depends on what the Program does.
1. You may copy and distribute verbatim copies of the Program’s
source code as you receive it, in any medium, provided that you
conspicuously and appropriately publish on each copy an appropriate
copyright notice and disclaimer of warranty; keep intact all the
notices that refer to this License and to the absence of any warranty;
and give any other recipients of the Program a copy of this License
along with the Program.
You may charge a fee for the physical act of transferring a copy, and
you may at your option offer warranty protection in exchange for a fee.
2. You may modify your copy or copies of the Program or any portion
of it, thus forming a work based on the Program, and copy and
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distribute such modifications or work under the terms of Section 1
above, provided that you also meet all of these conditions:
a) You must cause the modified files to carry prominent notices
stating that you changed the files and the date of any change.
b) You must cause any work that you distribute or publish, that in
whole or in part contains or is derived from the Program or any
part thereof, to be licensed as a whole at no charge to all third
parties under the terms of this License.
c) If the modified program normally reads commands interactively
when run, you must cause it, when started running for such
interactive use in the most ordinary way, to print or display an
announcement including an appropriate copyright notice and a
notice that there is no warranty (or else, saying that you provide
a warranty) and that users may redistribute the program under
these conditions, and telling the user how to view a copy of this
License. (Exception: if the Program itself is interactive but
does not normally print such an announcement, your work based on
the Program is not required to print an announcement.)
These requirements apply to the modified work as a whole. If
identifiable sections of that work are not derived from the Program,
and can be reasonably considered independent and separate works in
themselves, then this License, and its terms, do not apply to those
sections when you distribute them as separate works. But when you
distribute the same sections as part of a whole which is a work based
on the Program, the distribution of the whole must be on the terms of
this License, whose permissions for other licensees extend to the
entire whole, and thus to each and every part regardless of who wrote it.
Thus, it is not the intent of this section to claim rights or contest
your rights to work written entirely by you; rather, the intent is to
exercise the right to control the distribution of derivative or
collective works based on the Program.
In addition, mere aggregation of another work not based on the Program
with the Program (or with a work based on the Program) on a volume of
a storage or distribution medium does not bring the other work under
the scope of this License.
3. You may copy and distribute the Program (or a work based on it,
under Section 2) in object code or executable form under the terms of
Sections 1 and 2 above provided that you also do one of the following:
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a) Accompany it with the complete corresponding machine-readable
source code, which must be distributed under the terms of Sections
1 and 2 above on a medium customarily used for software interchange; or,
b) Accompany it with a written offer, valid for at least three
years, to give any third party, for a charge no more than your
cost of physically performing source distribution, a complete
machine-readable copy of the corresponding source code, to be
distributed under the terms of Sections 1 and 2 above on a medium
customarily used for software interchange; or,
c) Accompany it with the information you received as to the offer
to distribute corresponding source code. (This alternative is
allowed only for noncommercial distribution and only if you
received the program in object code or executable form with such
an offer, in accord with Subsection b above.)
The source code for a work means the preferred form of the work for
making modifications to it. For an executable work, complete source
code means all the source code for all modules it contains, plus any
associated interface definition files, plus the scripts used to
control compilation and installation of the executable. However, as a
special exception, the source code distributed need not include
anything that is normally distributed (in either source or binary
form) with the major components (compiler, kernel, and so on) of the
operating system on which the executable runs, unless that component
itself accompanies the executable.
If distribution of executable or object code is made by offering
access to copy from a designated place, then offering equivalent
access to copy the source code from the same place counts as
distribution of the source code, even though third parties are not
compelled to copy the source along with the object code.
4. You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Program
except as expressly provided under this License. Any attempt
otherwise to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Program is
void, and will automatically terminate your rights under this License.
However, parties who have received copies, or rights, from you under
this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such
parties remain in full compliance.
5. You are not required to accept this License, since you have not
signed it. However, nothing else grants you permission to modify or
distribute the Program or its derivative works. These actions are
prohibited by law if you do not accept this License. Therefore, by
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modifying or distributing the Program (or any work based on the
Program), you indicate your acceptance of this License to do so, and
all its terms and conditions for copying, distributing or modifying
the Program or works based on it.
6. Each time you redistribute the Program (or any work based on the
Program), the recipient automatically receives a license from the
original licensor to copy, distribute or modify the Program subject to
these terms and conditions. You may not impose any further
restrictions on the recipients’ exercise of the rights granted herein.
You are not responsible for enforcing compliance by third parties to
this License.
7. If, as a consequence of a court judgment or allegation of patent
infringement or for any other reason (not limited to patent issues),
conditions are imposed on you (whether by court order, agreement or
otherwise) that contradict the conditions of this License, they do not
excuse you from the conditions of this License. If you cannot
distribute so as to satisfy simultaneously your obligations under this
License and any other pertinent obligations, then as a consequence you
may not distribute the Program at all. For example, if a patent
license would not permit royalty-free redistribution of the Program by
all those who receive copies directly or indirectly through you, then
the only way you could satisfy both it and this License would be to
refrain entirely from distribution of the Program.
If any portion of this section is held invalid or unenforceable under
any particular circumstance, the balance of the section is intended to
apply and the section as a whole is intended to apply in other
circumstances.
It is not the purpose of this section to induce you to infringe any
patents or other property right claims or to contest validity of any
such claims; this section has the sole purpose of protecting the
integrity of the free software distribution system, which is
implemented by public license practices. Many people have made
generous contributions to the wide range of software distributed
through that system in reliance on consistent application of that
system; it is up to the author/donor to decide if he or she is willing
to distribute software through any other system and a licensee cannot
impose that choice.
This section is intended to make thoroughly clear what is believed to
be a consequence of the rest of this License.
8. If the distribution and/or use of the Program is restricted in
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certain countries either by patents or by copyrighted interfaces, the
original copyright holder who places the Program under this License
may add an explicit geographical distribution limitation excluding
those countries, so that distribution is permitted only in or among
countries not thus excluded. In such case, this License incorporates
the limitation as if written in the body of this License.
9. The Free Software Foundation may publish revised and/or new versions
of the General Public License from time to time. Such new versions will
be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns.
Each version is given a distinguishing version number. If the Program
specifies a version number of this License which applies to it and "any
later version", you have the option of following the terms and conditions
either of that version or of any later version published by the Free
Software Foundation. If the Program does not specify a version number of
this License, you may choose any version ever published by the Free Software
Foundation.
10. If you wish to incorporate parts of the Program into other free
programs whose distribution conditions are different, write to the author
to ask for permission. For software which is copyrighted by the Free
Software Foundation, write to the Free Software Foundation; we sometimes
make exceptions for this. Our decision will be guided by the two goals
of preserving the free status of all derivatives of our free software and
of promoting the sharing and reuse of software generally.
NO WARRANTY
11. BECAUSE THE PROGRAM IS LICENSED FREE OF CHARGE, THERE IS NO WARRANTY
FOR THE PROGRAM, TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW. EXCEPT WHEN
OTHERWISE STATED IN WRITING THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND/OR OTHER PARTIES
PROVIDE THE PROGRAM "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESSED
OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE ENTIRE RISK AS
TO THE QUALITY AND PERFORMANCE OF THE PROGRAM IS WITH YOU. SHOULD THE
PROGRAM PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING,
REPAIR OR CORRECTION.
12. IN NO EVENT UNLESS REQUIRED BY APPLICABLE LAW OR AGREED TO IN WRITING
WILL ANY COPYRIGHT HOLDER, OR ANY OTHER PARTY WHO MAY MODIFY AND/OR
REDISTRIBUTE THE PROGRAM AS PERMITTED ABOVE, BE LIABLE TO YOU FOR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING ANY GENERAL, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THE PROGRAM (INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED
TO LOSS OF DATA OR DATA BEING RENDERED INACCURATE OR LOSSES SUSTAINED BY
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YOU OR THIRD PARTIES OR A FAILURE OF THE PROGRAM TO OPERATE WITH ANY OTHER
PROGRAMS), EVEN IF SUCH HOLDER OR OTHER PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
How to Apply These Terms to Your New Programs
If you develop a new program, and you want it to be of the greatest
possible use to the public, the best way to achieve this is to make it
free software which everyone can redistribute and change under these terms.
To do so, attach the following notices to the program. It is safest
to attach them to the start of each source file to most effectively
convey the exclusion of warranty; and each file should have at least
the "copyright" line and a pointer to where the full notice is found.
<one line to give the program’s name and a brief idea of what it does.>
Copyright (C) <year> <name of author>
This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify
it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by
the Free Software Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or
(at your option) any later version.
This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful,
but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of
MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the
GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along
with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc.,
51 Franklin Street, Fifth Floor, Boston, MA 02110-1301 USA.
Also add information on how to contact you by electronic and paper mail.
If the program is interactive, make it output a short notice like this
when it starts in an interactive mode:
Gnomovision version 69, Copyright (C) year name of author
Gnomovision comes with ABSOLUTELY NO WARRANTY; for details type ‘show w’.
This is free software, and you are welcome to redistribute it
under certain conditions; type ‘show c’ for details.
The hypothetical commands ‘show w’ and ‘show c’ should show the appropriate
parts of the General Public License. Of course, the commands you use may
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be called something other than ‘show w’ and ‘show c’; they could even be
mouse-clicks or menu items--whatever suits your program.
You should also get your employer (if you work as a programmer) or your
school, if any, to sign a "copyright disclaimer" for the program, if
necessary. Here is a sample; alter the names:
Yoyodyne, Inc., hereby disclaims all copyright interest in the program
‘Gnomovision’ (which makes passes at compilers) written by James Hacker.
<signature of Ty Coon>, 1 April 1989
Ty Coon, President of Vice
This General Public License does not permit incorporating your program into
proprietary programs. If your program is a subroutine library, you may
consider it more useful to permit linking proprietary applications with the
library. If this is what you want to do, use the GNU Lesser General
Public License instead of this License.
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